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NATIONAL ADVI30RY COMMI'CTEE FOR AERONATlTICS 
ADVANCE CONFIDEm'IAL REPOR'f 
STUDY OF JET-PROPULSION SYSTEM Ca~RISING 
BLm'i"ER, BURNER, AND NOZZLE 
By Bonj'li!lin PinkGI and Eldon W. Hall 
Sill1MARY 
A study was madv of the performance of a jet-propulsion system 
composed of an engine -d:c i ven blm.JOr, a combustion cb ambel' , and a 
discharge nozzle . A simplif Iud analysis is made of this system for 
the purpose 01 showing in concise fOl'ID. the effuct of the important 
design variablos and operating conditions on Jet thruot, thrust 
horsepower, and fuol consluuption. CUT TGS arv p.ces '.Jntud that permit 
a rapid cvaluntion of the pe:rfon.a.ance of this sjstem for a rango of 
operating condlt:!..ons. Tho performance for an illustrative c se of 
a power plant of the t;Y"1le undor considoration is discussed in detail . 
It is shmil1. that for a given airplane velocity tho jet thTust 
horsepower depends mainly on the clower power and the amOlmG of fuel 
bm"ncd in the Jet; the higher the thrust horsepower is for a given 
blower powur, tho highlir the fU01 consumption per thrust horsepower. 
Within limits the l)!Ilonnt of air pumped has only a s0condary 
effoct on the thrust horsepowor and efficiency. A 10'tler limit on 
air flow for a given fuel flow occm's where ·the combustion-chamb6r 
t omperaturJ bocomes excessive on the basis of the strungth of the 
structure . As the air ·-flow rate is increased, an upper limit is 
reachod whor ~'l , for I.l g1 ven blow"':T pmler, fUul-floy1 rato,. and 
combustion-chamber sizG, fm"ther increase in air flow caUSE;S a 
decreaso in power and efficiency. This dc-crease in power is cansed 
by excessive velocity through the combust~on chumbcr, attended by 
an .exce8sivo pr0SSUTe drop c'lusod b ,. momolltum cho.ngos occurring 
during combustion . 
INTROPUCTION 
Tho porformance of a Jet-propulsion system dopends on a large 
number of variables, and an oxact analysis r e sults in compljcatod 
equations that tend to obscuro the affects of thu important variables . 
----- . ----~---~---------
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In the analysis in the present report a number of simplifying 
assumptions al'e t.""Y_'.e that leae to concise e<lu8.tions with only a 
small sacrifice of ar,curacy. 'Il'lese equatioils illay be represented by 
a relatively small nUG:lber of curves that I,eri!lit a rapid. e-valuat.ion 
of the perforl'1a~ce of a jet··pr.)pulsion system for any given set of 
conditions and show clea:cly the ef:'ect 0..:1 performance of changes in 
any of the important delsign variables or OIJerating cond.i tions. 
The jet-propv~sion device under constderation lends itself well 
to interceptor and pursuit aircraft because of the good economy for 
cruising and the very high maximum power aml thrust obtainable for 
short durations, A..'rJ. ilhlstrative example of "ueh an ap:plication is 
discussed and the performance in take - off, crUise, and. high-speed 






area of duct cross section at combustion chamber, (sq ft) 
engine brake specific fuel consumption, (lb) / (bhp-hr) 
average specific heat of air at constant pressm"e, 
(Btu)/(slug)(~) 
velocity coefficient of nozzle 
correction factor for jet specific fuel consumption for 
changes in T2a and airplffi'le velocity 
correction factor for jet specific fuel consumption for 
changes in CV2 ( 
net thrust, ( lb) 
10v/er heat value of fuel, (Btu)/(lb) 
mechanical equivalent of heat 778, (ft-lb)/(Btu) 
mass rate of air flow through duct> ( slug)/(sec) 
p pressure, (It )/(sq ft) 
pressure drop across burner due to burner drag, (lb)/(sq ft) 
pressure drop in combustion chamber due to the heating of 
the air, (lb)/(sq ft) 
___________ _________ ___ _____ __ ---i 
-~---~ 




engine brake horsepower 
dynamic pressure due t o veloctty at combustion-chamber 
entrance, (lb)/ ( s~ ft) 
gas constant 1716.3, (ft-lOb) / ( slug) (o:F) 
t emperat ure, (OF absolute) 
ideal total temperature after blower on the assumption that t he heat result ing from friction and turbulence is removed 
as it is generated, ( o:F absolute) 
total temperatlrre after combustion, ( OF absolute) 
jet thrust horsepower 
velocity, (fps) 
3 
airplane velocity, (fps ) ( also air- entrance velocity to system) 
ex, := 
jet velocity leaving nozzle without combustion for the same initial condit10ns that give V5 with combustion, (fps) 
total fuel consum~tlon, (lb)/(hr) 
engine fuel consumption, (lb)/(hr) 
jet fuel consl~ption, (lb)/ (hr) 
ratio of net added power to initial kinetic energy of air 
or 
ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat 
at constant volume, 1.4 
correction factor for pressure drop due to change in momentum during combustion 
Tlb blower eff i ciency based on total temperature and presoure at blower entrance and exit 




T) 1 d 
diffuser efficiency, 
P gas density, (s11;'.g) / (cn ft) 
Subscri:pts : 
o free <,.ir 
1 out of diffuser before bIovrer 
r L:.~ 
I (PI) " 
I\Po 
'-
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2 ct combustion-cham"ber entrancC!l ahead of burner 
3 et combustion-chamber entrance after burney 
1: o.t cmibustion··chcmb8r exit before nozzle 
5 at nozzle exit 
3.. conditions correspon.ding to the caee in which no jet fU.el 
ic burned 
ANALYSIS 
The jet-pro~ulGion system under consideration is shown diagram-
matically in fignre 1. It consists of a diffuser in Vlhich a part of 
the velocity head of the entering air is converted into pressure head, 
a blower for flITther compresGing the air, a b~rner for introducing 
fuel into the combuction chamber, a comollstion ch3lll.ber in which the 
fuel is burned, and a no'Z.zle th:cough "Thich the jet issues into the 
atmosphere, The b10v18r may be Ciriven by a conventional engine or by 
any other sui table prime movcr , Although the blower is shown oper -
ating in the 10vT-velocHy zone of the duct; it may be placed in any 
convenient location with diffusers placed before and after the blower 
without appreciably alterjng the accuracy of the anal~'si8. 
It is assu-ruect that all the burning occurs betvTeen sections 3 
and 4 of figure 1 and that the pressux'e drop across the burner 6P2-3 
is ec:ual to that for the llllburned air, 
--~----~.----~---~~----~ ... . - -
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The analysis is given in Qetail in appendixes A, B, anQ C. 
The follmung equatj_ons sUllllIlal'izp- the results and are used for :pl')t-
t ing the curves : jet tlJ.rllst hors6:90wer per initial ki netic DOiver 
:2.50 thJl. = 2lJ~~ T4~ + X) - 1 k 2 I V T2 2 0 a (18) 
where 
_ 
55.0 __ ~dl' e 
X -(1-1)' ) 







jet thrust :per unjt mass a ir flow, 
F/M = ~r;::2€ -'£i~~~+ V ~ - Va (lb) / (s lug) / (sec) (19) V V T 2a 0 o' 
blower-power magnification, 
'1:'4 -I T- (1 + X) - 1 
~--.-----'- ( 20) thp x + 1 - TJ d ' 
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(lb)/(thp-hr) (21) 
and engine fuel consumptton) 
or 
_ 
B [x + ~_~-~~~ __ I ~ - -I 
I / 
2 T4 I 
2 :\ Cv ( T- (1 + X) - 1 I I 2a L _, 
B 
--'-- (lb)/(thp -hr) 
thp/TJbP e 




The value of the combnstion-chamber-approach velocity V?o' 
required for the computation of X and € , i s in many cases known 
becauGe the ma~im~m value of V2' at which combustion can be main-
ta,ined, is often a design li2nitatio"l. If, hOvTever) the mass rate 
of flay! of air M and the ccmbustion-chamber cross-sectional area 
AD are given, then, when V2 is small, a value of sufficient accu-
racy for determining X and ( can be obte,ined from 
on the assumption that P2 is nearly equal to atmospheric density . 
Where V 2 is large and the blower-pressure ratio is considerably 
greater than unity, it may be necessary to make a more accurate com'-
putation of V 2 by means of the equations in appendix C. In most 
cases an approximate value for V 2 is adeC].uate . 
It is noted in equation (18) that, as (T 4/T2a is increased, 
the jet thrust horsepower increases (all other conditions remaining 
constant). The term ( represents the effect of the momentum pres -
sure drop in the combustion chamoer associated with the increase in 
-----.- - .--.--~_J 
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veJ oci ty caused by combustj on. F'cr a ccnstant value of X and 
V 2/v 0' the lar39r the combusti.on-chamber temperature., tho smallel' 
is the valuG of € (e'l1.~ation (17)) and tha greater is the adverse 
effect of the momantl~fi presslrre drop on jet thrust horsepower. 
Thus an optimum value of T4/T2a exists at which E:T4,T2u. and 
also tlrp are a maximum. This Optim.UIn value of T4/'l'2a is 
found by the usual m6thod of calculus, which involves setting the 
derivative of €T4/T2a vlith resyect to T4h2a e'lual .to Z'3YO and 
solviEg for T4iT2a' This proceli1.1re results in the fol'lm{ing 
':J:ypression for the optimum value of T 4/T2a: 
Increas9 in combustion temperature c.bovE this o:ptimum value will 
result in a red.uction -1..11 thrust horse"9v~'·sl'. 
DISCUSSION 
Pe~formance Charts 
Figlrre 2(a) shows the thrust horsepow6r in terms of the 




plotted uBainst X f0r variOU8 values of Cv
2 
€ T 4/T 2a ' The 'luantity 
550 thp 
£~o2 
represents the jet th~U3t horsepovler as a ratio of the ':'ni tial kinetic 
povler of the air in-.;oJ ved in the je-::,-propulsicn cycle. J!'rcm these 
curves tho thrust power for a givon set of conditions can be readily 
evaluated. Tho term. X in figure 2(a) rp.presents the ratio of the 
ne'~ mechanical-pover input into the air to the initial kinetic .flower 
of the air . The first ter..n of X represents the blower-power output, 
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the second term represents the power loss in the diffuser, and the 
third term r epresents the power loss as burner drag, each as a ratio 
of the initial kinetic energy of thE' air . In an efficient design 
the second and thiro terms of the quantity X are negligible. The 
power loss at the discharge nozzle is handled by assigning the appro -
priate value to the nozzle-velocity coefficient Cy in the term 
Cy 2 €T4/T2a' The S3me term, by assigning an appropriate value of E:, 
takes care of the loss in power resulting from the pressure drop 
caused by the momentum change that occurs during combustion . The 
value of € is 1 when the mOIlJ.entum pressure drop is negligible and 
decreases as the momentum pr essure drop increases. A chart for 
determining' f Hill be described later. 
The quantity Cy 2 €T4/T2a was chosen as one of the parameters 
in the graJlhs because of the resulting reduction in the number of 
curves r equired to present the jet thrust horsepower and because the 
important trends are readily apparent from the curves. In many 
cases the value of the combustion temperature T4 is one of the 
kno~n design limitations. The value of T2a can be computed by 
means of equation (12) and, ovor a large part of the oper ating range 
of inter est, it differs from atmospheric temperature bJ- less than 
20 percent. Thus, the value of Cy 2 fT 4/T2a can be quickly computed 
or estimated, depending on t he accuracy desired. 
Figure 2(b), which can be computed from figure 2(a) (or equa-
tion ( 20)), shows the vari ation of thp/llbPe .. rith X for various 
values of CV 2 €T4/T2a and lld I and is presented for t he purpose 
of graph ically illustrating the trend of the mag.nification of the 
blOvrer power by the jet'-propulsion system. 
The fuel consumpt i ons per thrust horsepower -hour of the jet and 
the engine may be obtained from figure 3, which is a plot of equa -
tions ( 21) and (24) . The total specific fuel consumption is the sum 
of t hese two values . The engine fuel consumption is plotted against 
t he same variables as the jet fuel consumption for the purpose of 
comparing their relative magnitudes . The engine fuel consumption 
can be calculated more readily by merely talcing the product of the 
I'mgine pOioler and the engine brake specifiC fuel consumF~ion . 
Figure 4 shows an alternative method of presenting the fuel -
consumption curves . The curves of jet fuel consumption were obtained 
bY' cross-plotting figm'es 2(b) and 3(a). The curves of engine fuel 
consumption were computed from equat i on (24) (see Analysis) for three 
values of engine brake specific fuel consumption B . The values of 
cp of 7.728 Btu per slug ~ (air at 800 F) and the heating value of 
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the fuol h of 19,000 Btu per pound viere chosen in the computations 
of the jet fuel consum:ptio:l In this rel'ort . It is noted in eClna -
tion (21) that t.he jet specific fuel consUID"9tion is directl· propor-
tional to cp and :i.nversely proportional to h . The values of 
cpecific fuel consumption can be corrected. for other values of c-p 
and h than those which are used in this re:pol't by making use or 
these pro}?ortJ.onali ties . rrhe values of cp vary somewhat 'Ti tIl the 
type of fuel used and the teLlpe:,,'ature range during com.bustion. The 
values of c.l? for c"mo1)stion gas in the combustion·-temperature range 
are usually about 10 percent hiGher than the value used in this 
report, and. the jet fuel consumptions e:;iven should. be increased by 
10 p8rcent . The value of the jet fuel rate obtained from figures 3 
aud 4 and eClnation (21) should be reduced by an amoll-nt eCl1.ivalent 
in combustion heat to the heat generated by turbulence. (See appen-
dix B.) This correction in the 1.1suo.l case is small and may be 
neglected. 
Figure 5 is a plot of eCluation (17) and provides a means of 
obtainillG; the value of E: from the values of X, V 2/V 0' and 
T4/T2a for use in computillg the term Cv
2 E:T4/T2a in figures 2, 
3, and 4 - The fact or E: takes care of tile pressure drop in the 
combustion chmnber caused by the increase in momentum of the gases 
in the process of heating. 
In fisure 6 are plotted values of thrust per unit mass F 1M 
from equati.on (19) for take-off conditions of Vo equal to 0 and 
150 feet ~er second. The term (1 - ~d) (V0 2 - V22) in Vo2X 
must be omitted. Hhen "7 2 is greater than V 0' as discusced in 
detail in appendix A. 
Figures 7 to 10 show the performance for an illustrative case 
and will be discussed in detail later. Figure 11 gives values of 
the adiabatic tem],)erature equivalent of velocity for aiding in the 
computation of T2a and T2 ' (See equations (12) and ( .:52).) Fig--
ure 12 shmvs the r atio of the blower total exit pressure to total 
inlet pressure. 
Maximum economy is obta.ined by burning no fuel in the jet. 
The system then reduces to the equivalent of a due,ted propeller that 
is capable of hiWl effiCiency. The quantity thP/~bPe is, in this 
case, less than unity and can theoretically be made to ap?roach unity 
by· increasing the Cluantity of air pumped and by improving the effi-
ciencies of the diffuser an.d nozzle. 
J 
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Burning fuel in tbe jet provides a means of obtaining a thrust 
horsepo.Ter many tillles tho engine power. Thjs proced1u'e is viasteful 
of fuel but in 1llanel~Vers of brief curation, such as take - off and 
combat , high power is more important than l ow specific fuel consump -
tion . 
Of the figures shown, figure 4 possibly provides the clearest 
picture of the perforrnance that may be obtained for this type of 
operation and shoyTS that considerable magnification of the blow'er 
paver can be achieved at the cost of increased fuel consumption per 
thrust horsepower-hour. For an effective duct effic iency that can 
reasonably be expected, namely, TJa. t = 0.90, the specific fuel 
consumption for a given power ma~lification is nearly independent of 
the combustion- chamber tem})eratures up to a power magnification of 6. 
'1.'~1Us, the pm-rer magnification in this range depends mainly on the 
amount of fuel burned in the jet and onJ_y slightly on the amount 
of air pumped. As the air rate is reduced for a given fuel rate, 
the combustion temperature is increased. An upper limit of 
combustion- chamber temperature exists and is determined. by the 
strength- temperatu.:re propertie.s of the structure and the amotlIlt of 
surface cooling pi.-ovided. As the air rate is increased for a given 
fuel rate, the cor,;::n":3tion temperature decreases. Increase in air 
rate , howover, j n':,.-e3.ses the velocity V 2 at the burner (for a 
given unit size) 811 a -point i s r eached where this velocity becomes 
excessive anrL C8.1;.-)08 a reduction in E: (see fig. 5) and_ an increase 
in specific fu.::l ~ - pte (see plat of fc in fig . 4). Thj.s condition 
establishes a l(·;; -:,1' limit on the combustion-chamber temperature and 
an upper li:rrj ,\, (I{) C'_ir rate for a given fuel - flow rete. The proper 
air rate lien ;If t,:;cen this upper limit a nd the 10"'er limit imposed 
by maximum a~.l::rli:>.-cJ.!.e com-t;ustion temperature. The higher the power 
magnificatio!l, T,De closer are the low and. the high air-flow' rate 
limits . I n a cncice of the air rate , consideration should be given 
t o the char:l':;teristics of the blower. The lower the air rate, the 
higher is the pressure rise across the blo",er for a given engine 
power. 
Above a po.Ter magnification of 6, inspection of figure 4 for 
T)d I = 0.90 ap-;:ears to indicate an ad.vantage in operating at low 
combustion- chamber temperatures. An increase in power magnification 
and a reduction in combustion - chamber t emQerature s, hm'18vor, both 
tend to increase the re~uired air rate . In a duct of practical 
size this high a i r rate nmy lead to excessive velocities at the com-
bustion chamber and to a r eduction in €, the effect of which may 
increase the specific fuel consmnption for low combustion-chamber 
temperatures VTi th respect to that for higll combustion- chamber tem-
peratures. This effect VTill be illustrated in a later section when 
a specific design "'ill be discussed in detail. It vTill be further 
--~~. - -- ---- .~--. --~--~ .. ---. 
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sho~m that the effect 1lllder cUscussion places 8..'1 upper Hmit on the 
m8c;n:ification of the blower powe:;.' th3.t can be obtained for a given 
cCill'onstjon"chambe1' tem~lE;r.:ltu:re; the higher the co'tllbnstioll-cl18mber 
te:nporature) the l1iJhel' is the maximum pO'l·rer ma!1pification for a 
given blO'l.,er power and duct size . 
T~le max.Ln1l1:n thrvst horse1>o",or for a gi von duct diameter and 
engine power is 0cvelo:r!ed whon the maximum amollnt of fuel is burned. 
in the jet (fig. 4), consistent with 3. mU1lbel' 01' practicalljmita-
tione. Thl; 8l:10lmt of fue}. that ma;;- be burned is limited by the 
permissible 'tllc.ximmn cODlbustion··ch8illber temperac1U'e. The larger the 
:lir-n.Oi? rate through the combustion chamber, the larger is the per-
mj.sstble ·fuel··flow rate ::01' a g1 ven Hro.i tins eombustion temperature. 
rrhe mn.:x:j mum air -flO'l'T rnte c.e,:,e11tl.S 011 the maximllli1 velocity of approach 
to the burners V 2 at \\T~l~ch cO!'lbustil)n can be Maintained or at 
which E: is not ao?rec iably leos thnn 'Lilli ty. This air-flow rate 
can be 1'0uJhl;r estilJlatco ·uy· taking the product of the maximllll V 2' 
the combustiorcchal11bel' croEs-sectional area, and the atmospheric 
denst ty . Further :increo se in thrust horsopO'Irer for the given duct 
size re~uires an increa se in tho en6ine power. 
I ns.gecttcn of ~",he ordinate of fi (;511rO 4 reveals that the jet 
Sl)ecific fuel COllSU1Jl.rtiCn decreases rapidJ.y Hi th increase in airplane 
velocity) decrease in atmospheric tem~Graturo, end increase in con-
bustion efficiency. The cm~ves for fc ind:'cate the loss in effi -
ciency accompanying a redllction in disch'lrg9-nozzle -velocity 
coeffic:i.ent and in the value of E:. 
It is noted that, for 'r) d 1 = 0.70) the jet fuel consumption 
increases with reduction in comDustion··ch[;mDer temper .... tuTe. This 
increase is the resnlt of higher losses in "the duct VI".i.th the hieher 
aj r rates re~nired t o rr.ainta·'.n t he 10',Ter combustj on -ch8Dlber temper-
atures . The £:ame e:fect :.8 noted for TJd I ::: 0.90 at lOYT power 
TIngnif:.i.cations but t o L.. much leasel' degree than for TJd 1 '" 0.70 
Dec'luse of the greater value of TJd I. Comparison of the curves for 
flo. 1 or 0.70 and O. qO ~.ndicatcs the importance of a high diffuser 
oi'ficiency and a l ou bm'ncr dras. vlith Good d.osign, values of TJd I 
of 0.90 or gl'eatet' can reasonably be expected. 
The o~u0.tions and C1ll'ves neglect the usual}.y cmall contribut::'on 
to the thrust provided by the ~earward motion of the fuel. The 
thrust hOl'sej?ower corl~ectod for th:.i.s contribution is 
Corructed th~ust horsepower 
--_.- --
Wfj \ 
+ - --.-- Ithp -I 
:"500 He) 
--- ---_ .. ------ - - -------
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The jet-propulsive effect of the engine exha1lst was also neglected. 
If ind-L vidunl jet stacl~s are uSed, the enC;ine eYhau t thrust ill'1-;)' De 
computed by means of the data in reference 1. In t hi s computation 
the cost of taking on beard the engine ail' should De included . 
The following example illustrates an application of the curves 
in figures 2) 3 ) and 5 : 
The given design and flight conditions are : 
Altitude) feet . .. . . . .. . 
Atmospheric tempGrature) of aosolute . 
Airplane veloc ity V 0) mileG per hour 
or feet per sec end . . . . . . . . . 
Velocity of approach to ourners V2' feet per 
Temperature after combustion T4) ~ absolute 
J et a ir flu'IV M) slugs per second . 
Engine power Pel Drake horsepower 
Blower efficiency ~o 
Combustion efficiency ~c 
Cv 
second 
Diffuser efficiency ~d 
Nozzle -velocity coeffici8nt 
Pressure drop across burner 
Engine brake sDecific fuel 
6P2-3) pounds per s~uare 














foot . . 10 
0.5 
The value of T2a may De computed from e~uation (12) and the 
forecoing data and is 475 0 F aD solute . 
The following ~uantitie8 may then be computed: 
:::: 4.76 




4 X 7332 2' 0 I 1950 hp :::: - x == 550 2 550 
Frem e~uation (6) 
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x = ~91X95~Ol~00. - (1 - 0 . 9) (1 _ 0.2732) _ 10 X 0.27 32 X 16.4 
1 X 4 X 200 
= 0.554 - 0 .093 - 0 .031 = 0.430 
where the duct area AD i s 16.4 s<luare feet. 





From 1'i gure 2 ( a ) 
or 
E: = 0.80 
0 .SS2 X 0 .80 X 4 .7 6 
550 th] 
= 2 .5 6 
t~p = 2.56 X 1950 = 5000 
From figure 3(a) 
2.20 
and 
ft = 0.91 
or t he jAt sppcific: fuel consumption is 
2 
3.65 
\'lfj = £j.0 X~91 2.36 (lb )/(thp -hr ) 
thp -<;) .85 
13 
Tho engine fuel cor:EumptiGn i s -I 
o .5 X 1200 = 600 (1 b ) / ( hr ) 
or, in terms of 8p~c ific fuel consumption, 
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The total specific fuel consUnJ.:?tion is 
Wr/thp = 2.36 + 0.12 = 2.48 (lb)/(thp-hr) 
The magnification of the blower pmver is 
4.63 
The duct area AD carl be found bJ the equutions given in 
appendix C and is 16.4 square feet . 
Illustrative Example of Application of the Jet '-?ropulsion System 
The application of the jet··propul sion system to pursuit wJ.d 
interceptor fighters has been snr;gested.. In the cruising condition 
the system may be operateu without bUl'ninc fuel in the combustion 
chamber) in which case the system reduces in action to a mechanically 
actuated jet device that is capable of high cfficienc · . In take-off 
and during combat extremel;) high pouer can bo obtained at the expense 
of high fuel conm.1Dl.:ption by burning fuel in the combustion chamber. 
These operations are of relatively short duration and high thrust 
power is more important than hi~l efficiency. 
An ilJ.ustrative case of such an application will be discussed 
in detail as it brings out some of the characteristics and limita-
tions of the system. A jet-propulsion system) which is provJded 
with a combustion chamber 5 feet in diameter. housed i·r.i. thin a fuse-
lage or nacelle and a v~riable-area dJscharge nozzle will be con-
sidered. At each point the correct blower to handle the required 
amount of air at the speCified power and. efficiency of the problem 
is assumed. The following are the assumed performance clFracteristics 
of the components of the system: 
Blower efficJency ~b . . 
Combustion efficiency ~c 
Diffuser efficiency ~d . 





Pressure drop across burner lIP2-::J J pounds per square foot 0 
The combustion'·chamber temperature is assumed ·to be limited to 
22600 F absolute. Air conditions are based. on NACA standard atmos-
phere ( reference 2). 
~-~--.--- . 
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Flgu:::-e 7 ell0vTs t~e jet thrust horsepower that caYl be obtained 
at sea level and at ~O ,0')0 feet for en6in6 -po'\<,e:;:'s of' GOO and 
1200 horse::,o~rer for variOHS rates of cdr flow. The curves indicate 
that a threst horsepower f 10,000 can be obtained at sea level with 
a l200'-horse-pow61' engine at an air-flow rate of about 13 slugs per 
second. The red.uction in thl'11st horsepovTer B,t higher values of !1 
is main] y cansed b;;- exc6ssi ve pressnre drop in t~e combustion chmllber 
associated vrith the lurge rr:.offientum. chFtnges rE;s l l.lting from c0mbustion 
at the higb vDlues of V2' '1'he energy loss in the diffuser is a 
contributing factor to the loss in th:cHst at high values of air flow . 
It is noted in fir,ure 7 that , for the tyro sea-level cases, the 
specific fllel consUIU:pcion beeins to increase r al'ifll y at an air flow 
of about 9 sllegs per second. In t he vtcinity of 9 slugs per second 
the thrust-horsepm,rer c'Jrves beGin to level off in approaching the 
peaI<:: value and it appears to be good jl'dt1Tlcnt to accept a small 
:reduction in th~ust hors8pc·{er -co a roid ext:cemeJy high specific fuel 
consumptions. In the case of operation at 30,000 feet, a similar 
compr omise air flow appears at 4 sJugs per second. The velocities 
of approach to the burner corres:ponding to these cOIDr>rcmise air 
flolV's are betvreen 150 and 170 feet per second for both sea level and 
30 , 000 feet. 
Figlll'e 8 shows the thr ust horsepov;er obtained for the conditions 
tabulated \-Then c:n,ising at an airplane velOCity af 200 and 300 feet 
per second and when no fuel is burned in the combustion ch3Illber. 
The over-all propulsive efficiency is the ratio of the thrust horse-
power thl) to the en:;ine horsepower P e ' For example, at an air 
flow of 14.5 slugs per second and on airplane velocity of 300 feet 
pE:r second at sea 16vel and at 1200 engine horsepower, the net pro -
11ulsi ve effic i ency is 0.75 . 'I'he curves of thrust horsepower against 
air flow in figll1'e 8 have not reached their peak VEl_lues for the 
r ange of air flOiofS shovm. Comparison of figures 7 and_ 8 indicates 
that a gi ven jet -pTopulsion systeill should be designed to handle 
consi de r ably more air in the crui se condition vath cold jet than in 
the hi gh -power condition when fl~el is burned in the jet. This 
r eQuirement wouJ.d necessitate a blower with variable--pitch blades 
in addition to a discharge nozzle with a ve..riaole-area control. 
The thrust that may be de eloped by the system under consider-
ation for take - off operation is SllO\'Tn in figUl'e 9. Curves (a) show 
the case where sufficient fuel is burned. to maintain a combustion-
chamber gas temperature of 18000 F (22600 F absolute). CU1~es (b) 
shair the caso where the Gas temperatures are held at the optimum 
values fo1' maxDJ1UJn thrust. At values of M greater than those at 
the points of tangency of curves ( a) and their associated curves (b )) 
the optimum gas temperattU~es are less than 18000 F and d.ecrease 
----- --- -----_ .. 
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rapidly as M is increased; at smaller values of M the optimum 
values of combustion temperature are greater than 18000 F a11d are 
not usable under t!:le present assurrr\?tion of maximum permissible tem-
perature . It appears t:t.at, at take -off wit;,. mass -air - flow· rates 
close to those regyired for l1igh- speed operation at sea level, 
thrusts somewi:at less than the maXi!:lUTIl values of curves (a) are 
obtained . The combustion-chamber gas temperature at these higher 
mass ·-air-flow rates will also be r educed with respect to the value 
of 18000 F. 
Figure 10 shows the variation of specific fuel consumption per 
thrust horsepower-hour with jet thrnst horsepower for combustion-
chamber gas temperatures of 18600 , 22600 , and 26600 F absolute at 
sea level and at 30 ,000 f ee t . Inspection of the curves reveals 
that, if the thrust horsepovTer is to be reduced below the maximum 
value for a given maxir:nxn allov1able combustion temperature, the fuel 
and air floT sho·uld first be reduced keeping the maximum allowable 
temperature i n the comtustion cham'oer in orcler to obtain the maximum 
reduction in fuel consum:9tion. Below a certain point the specific 
fuel consumption for a given power appear s to be indepenu.ent, 'ivi thin 
limits, of combustion temperature. From strength consider ations, 
it is advantageous to operate at the lowest t emperatlITe that will 
give efficient performance . 
The design of a jet-propulsion system for a ~pecific applica-
tion r equires a detailed analysis of the characteristics and operat -
ing requirements of the airplane in which the system is to be 
installed. It is not the purpose of the present report to recommend 
any set of operating conditions but rather to show the trends and 
illustrate some of the considerations involved in a jet-propulsion 
system of the type under discussion. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions ar e made on the jet-propulsion system 
comprising an engine ) a compressor) a burner, and a discharge nozzle : 
1. At a given airplane speed the power magnification, that is, 
the ratio of the thrust horsepower to the blower power) is a function 
mainly of the specific fuel consumption in the jet. The greater the 
power magnification, the greater is the required jet fuel consumption 
per thrust horsepOlver-·hour. 
2. Over a l a rge part of the practical ope r ating r ange for a 
given fuel flow, the amount of air handled has a secondary effect 
on the net efficiency or thrust horsepower. For a given fuel r ate 
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and blover power, at very 10-'" air-flow rates, the combustion temper-
atur.e becomes excessjve and results in structural fall~ro; whereas 
at very high air-flovT rates, if the combustion-chamber size is 
limited, the velocity in the combustion harnber becomes very large 
accompanied by an excessive :9ressure drop caused by momentum 
change durin~ the co~bustion process ruld results in a sharp drop in 
net efficiency. The satisfactory air··flow rate lies betvreen these 
limi ts. Pl'actical consideration may place it closer to the high 
f'lovr-rate limit because of the lower combustion··chrunber temperature 
and the 10'l"er pressure rise that is r8'1.uired from the blovrer. 
3. The higher the power magnification, the closer are the low 
and the high air-flow limits end the smaller is the range of permis-
sible air-flow rates. At very high power magnifications, the main-
tenance of safe gas temperature is the limiting factor and excessive 
air-flovr rates may be req-dred, attended by sharply decreasing 
effi~iency. The power magnification approaches a maximum and then 
falls off as the air and fuel rate is increased. 
4. The maximum possible pOvrer magnification for a given 
combUstion-chamber temperature and size decreases vri th increase in 
al ti tude because the mass -air-·flow rate, at which excessive veloc-
i ttes in the combYl.stion chamber occur, decreases with increase in 
altitude as a result of the decreased air density. 
5. \-Then maxjmum efficiency is the primary consicleration: no 
fuel should be burned in the combustion chamber and the system 
reduces in operation to a mechanically actuated jet. 
6. For a given airplane speed, engine power, and air velocity 
entering the combustion chamber, because of the pressure drop in 
the combustion chamber associated with the increase in the momentum 
of the gas during comoustion, an optimum gas temperature exists 
above which any further increase in temperature results in a decrease 
in thrust. 
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, 
National Acvisory Committee for Aero~~utics, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
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APPENDIX A 
TERTST H03SEPOWER OF J'ET 
In th8 follovling analysis} terms baving a negligible effect 
on the result "Were omitted from the equations. 
The thrust horsepm'ler of the j et - propulsion device is given 
by applicat i on of the familiar momentvm e~uation 
(1) 
It is expedient in the analysis to malm use of a fictitious jet 
veloci ty defined as follovls: Let V5a be the jet ve2.oci ty for 
the case where no fuel is burned in the comImstion chmnber but 
'where the blower pO\ver} mass flo",} pressure at the combustion-
chamber entrance} and the diffuser and b10,,:er efficie:a.cies r emain 
the same as for the case 17here fuel is burned. This condition is 
mechanically achieved by adjusting the discharge - nozzle opening. 
It is further reql:ired in the definition of V5a that heat gener-
ated by turbulence resulting from energy losses in the diffuser} 
the blm-rer} and the burner is removed from the gas as it is fonned 
and therefore does not contribute to the exit velocity V5a' Let 
a, be defined by the relation 
Then 
550 thp 
lw 2 2 0 
When the theor etical gain i n kinetic energy of the air for 
( 2) 
(3 ) 
the cold condition is equated to the difference bet'l"een mechani cal 
power added by the blower and the power losses at the diffuser and 
at the constri ction in the combusti on chamber caused by the burner} 
there is obtai ned 
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An 8.lJproxilllation is apparent in equa.tion (4) wbere tbe d.iffuser 
efficiency is assllmed. to apply to t:he cl"ange in velocity :i.'rom Va 
to V2 ' The complication of a more exa.ct relation is not consid.-
ered. viarranted. because of the sma.llne ss ai' the error involved.. 






Lot Tj , d. be d.efined. by 
Equation (6) becomes 




Part of tho d.iffusing action bakes pJ.ace in the free-air 
stream ahead. of the nacelle . The d.iffusel' effiCiency includes 
losses in thls l'eeion as '-Tell as those occurrin,~ in the diffuser 
proper. When the velocity at the combustion ch...anber V2 becomes 
greater than the free-air velocity Vo ) a nozzle rather than a 
d.iffuser is required. In such cases the sign ahead of the teI'!!lS 
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and 
shov~d be chonged in or der t hut these terms again appear as a loss 
in energy . In all cases the efficienc;y TJd i s defined as the 
r atio of the true chance in l~in('tic energy to the ideal change in 
kinetic energy for the s '1me entrance concH tlon and pl'eSSl,U'e cllRnge. 
Ther efore) condttions where V 2> Vo ShOlUd be treated as spec i al 
cases where) depending on tile over-all efficiency of the venturi) 
the second t erm on the ric.ht-hanci side of e'luations ( 4), (6)) and 
(7) can be either corrected cr omitted . 
Combining e'luat i ons ( 3) and (5 ) 
550 thp I ,"---'- ~l (10) --.- 2 LCv ya (1 + X) 1MV 2 2 0 
The equation for the je t thrust per unit mass flow is 
The quantity. a, may be dertved in the folloving manner. The 
discharge velocity of the j et is given by the o'luation 
1------· ---
V5 "C ) 2Jc T [-1 _ (Po \)7-' 
V V P 4 L ,P4 
where T4 and P4 are the totnl temper nture and preSSlITe) r espec -
tivel y. 
For the cold conditi on a similar expreseion for V5a may be 
obtained with T4 replaced by T2a ' where T2a i s a theoretical 
total t emperature at the burner entrance corresponding to the case 
vlhere the jet discharge vel ocitJ i s V5a· The va::" LlC of T2a 
obtained. f r oLl the conditions given in the definition of V5a is 
ell}) otnI'_t io..ll;y-
~---~-
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(12) 
The remark that follows equation (4) applies also in the case of 
equation (12). 
The j e t vel ocity for the cold condition is then given by 
(13) 
Then 
When the first two terms of the series expansi on for the 
~ -r.:1 t e:nn tlP3-4\ )' taken - --p;) are I 
V5 = Cv 
--- ------. ------
tlP3-4 T4 
P3T3 JCp T2a 
~---~----
J 
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1r111cre the assumpc;.on is made that. T2a/T3 may be taken equal to 
unity i n the term containing 6P3-4· 
'1'hen 







V5 == Ve' a 
y-1 (Po \ -y-
-
2 - _ , 
\ )) •• I 
• -0/ 
(14) 
2 ~~3-4 Cy 
- -.- - '--
(15) 
P3 2 V5 a 
(16) 
If t he a1?proximations are made that V4/V3 - T1 /'r2a and Y3 = V2 , 
then 
When Y Sa is elimlnated from tlJe e-luation for ( by mea.1S of equa-
tion (5 ), there r esult s 
--- --- --~----~-~----------
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For the tliJe of s;:-s1.em under d i sCUSSivD , the 
?'-=.~, 
(
p '\ )' 
term ~) 
\P3, 
equation for ( ma;{ be r eplcced by unity without introducing 
a]!preci8.ble error in t:~e .:'ra ~,til,.,a 1 ra:.ll:,e of ope Tat J. (·n . 'i'l:us 
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{ C 2 t 4 (l X) \1 V \' 
, T2a 
l 




Equat i ons (11 ) and (16) give the ti1rust equation as 
I - ----- --- _._-/ V 2 T4 (2 2 \ F /}II = Cv ( ;;-- V 0 + VoX) - V 0 12a / 
The ratio of tll? %Pe Can be oerived from equatjons ( 6) 
and (18) 
or f:;:om equations ( 9) and (18) 
(18) 
(19) 
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i 
thp 
: I ~J ~cv~,~::_~ ( 20 ) 
x + 1 - Tld 1 
In this analysis the thrust obtalned. from the rearward motj.on 
of tl1e fuel vTaS neglected . The follovTing relation vTilJ. correct for 
this contribution to the tl1rl.lst : 
( WfJ' \ W.V 210-
6 
Corrected thrust horseIlO\'ler = thp 1 + + ....f.J~. __ ._ 
360Cn,1b ) 1 . VOl, / 
The thrust of the enGine exhaust vms also neGlected. 
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APPEr-JDIX B 
FUEL COnSmfPTION 
Combustion of the jet fuel occurs at substantially constant 
pressure j therefore 
or 
The term Mcp (T2 - T28,) 3600 represents the heat Bene~ated by 
turbulence :L n the diffuser and at the blol-rer. This heat i s usu-
ally small compared with the l1eal; generated by combustion and in 
most cases can bo negl ected . I t will be neglected in the subse-
quent equat10ns . For lov[ effj ciencies, to correct for this 
approximation) it is merely llecessary to subtract from t he f uel 
rate obtained from the ensuinG equations a value equivalent to 
the heat generated by tu:cbulence . Then from equation (18 ) 
c p 
( T4 3600 T2a .--- 1 ~ 550 
25 
TlcWfj = \,T2a J 
.---- (lb)/(thp-hr) (21) 
thp' ., 
hV 2 I 2 T4 I \( Cv £ (1 + X) .. 11 0 T2a I 
L J 
If 
cp 7.728 (Btu)/(slug)(OF) 
and 
h 1 9)000 (Btu)/(lb f uel ) 
TlcWfj 
805 . 3 T2a 
(T4 _ 1) 
\T2a / (lb)/(th:.)-h1') thp = 
V 2 110-- T4 11 
_ yc/ ' (1 + X) -0 T2a I J 
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The engi-::1e fuel consumption can be assumed to be proportional 
to the eDgine bra ce borse )m.re:(' . '1'11118) 
'dfs == BPe ( lb )/ (hr) 





-- .::..-- x - .. ::-- ---.. --- .:.._- -.-_.- '-... -
~N 0 2 J r' -;- .--T :~----- : ' I 
2 I !I J C V E: - - ( 1 + •• ) 1 I 
I \; T2D. 
...J 





------ ·---- r· -~ ---.- . . - == 
.,.., ' 0. 90 
"e 
B 0. 6 ( l b f'uel )/(bbT)<lr) 
(lb) / (t: Jp-llr) 
(lb)/(tl1~ -hr ) 





____ 0·. _ _ -
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APPENDIX C 
RELATIONS BE'l11EEJ.~ ATMOSPIlERIC CONDITIONS AND 
CONDI'l'IOlm AT COMBUS'l'IOH -CHAMBER EWi'RA1~CE 
Accllrate values of V2 and T2 may be found by the followine 
metho,d . The conditions after the diffuser and. before the blO'loTer 
(Vl J Dl , and. T l ) can be 0 b La incd from the follm.,ring three formulas: 
From the conservation of energ;y 
k J2 2 . 
+ T JC 1 
11 
From the definition of diffuser e.(ftciency 
, L-l 
/ ) 'l 







- 1 J 
The values or' V2 ) '92) and T2 may be found by the followlng 
fOI'mulas: 
Z.:l 
, ,, )' 
(~~) 










-~-" - -_. 
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can 
a 110_ 
For a n a ppro::-:i 11lb te 
be l'eple,cso. 





-_.+ JC p 
va.J.l'e of V2 , values fOl' 
ancl Po j.n equation (31 ) . 
'J50Pe 
T9 ;- ~~Jc- = p 
l-v 2 
2 2 
'I' Jc+ 2 
P 




'TI and P? 
-'-2 
.... 
Equations ( 26 ) 
(32) 
If M, PeJ T O J lJ OJ 8:1.0. Vo a1'e blown 8!ld V2 is a dRumed 
to l'e equal t o Vl as an a p.Y.'0x i: ,'at-':'oa, t"Ol1 .l·or any va~ne 0 ... ' Vl 
the values of Tl an,l T2 calJ. be aota '.De ::' f :.'om equat'ions (26) 
and (30), re2'!.~ec.tiyel: '· . By u:..:'<) at -th::'s u.:e G:(_~(J the valn(; s of PI 
and. P2 can be obtaillect from 0q.uat. i 0ns (27) O,Ld (29), r es!lectively, 
and the value of AD from equation ( 31) . 
1. Pi nkel , Benjamin, Tur:'-t.~: , L. Richard, and Voes, Fl'erl ; Des ':'gn 
of N ,zz :;'es f a.:. ' t :le InrLv:.J.ual C:rlinder Exhaust Jet Propulsion 
Systom. NACA .A8H, A")l'il L94~, 
2 . Diehl , Ha1..ter S . : Standa:r'c< Atmos-pllere - Tables a nd Data . 
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Figure 1. - DIagram of jet-propulsion system. 10 
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(b) Jet t hrust horsepower per blower power. 
Figure 2.- Curves for obtaining jet thrust horsepower. 
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(b) Fuel c onsumption factor of el18ine per jet thrust horsepower-h our(T)~=O.9; B=O.6 I b/bh p-hp). 
Figure 3.- Specific fuel consumption factor of jet-propulsion d evice. 
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Figure 5.- Correction factor f for -owentum pressure drop in combustion chamber. 
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Jet-thrust factor tor take- ott operati on. Vo X a 1 M e = (l~d)(Vo -v2 ) -~ v2 2 • 
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Term (1~d)(V -v ) should be omi tted when V ~Vo. 
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Figure 7.-
M, 61ugs/sec 
Jet thrust horsepower, speciric rue1 consumptIon, and burner 
entrance velocity against air r1ow, for an airplane velocity 
or 50.0 miles per hour f or the illustrative case 
(TJ = TJ = TJ = 0..9; C = 1; 6P2 3 = 0.; T4 = 2260.° F abs.; b ed V -
combustion-chamber diameter, 5 rt). 
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Figure 8.- Thrust horsepower in cruise condition with no fuel burned 1n jet tor the illustrative 
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Figure 9.- Thrust during take-of f operati on for the illustrative c ase 
(Maximum T4 = 1800 0 Pj ~b = ~d = 0.9; Cv = 1; AP2-3 = 0 ; 
combustion-chamber diameter, 5 tt). 
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Figure 10.- Variation of specific fuel consumption with jet 
thrust horsepower for various combustion-chamber 
temperatures and altitudes (P = 1200 hpj 
T'Jb = T'J c = T'Jd = 0.9; Vo = 733 .fps; Cv = 1; lIP2_3 = 0; 
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Figure 12.- Total pressure ratio of blower. 
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